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Sheela Rajendra, Deputy Dean, 
Correspondent, Padma Seshadri Bala 
Bhavan Group of Schools, Chennai, on 
the importance of empowering classroom 
teachers in techniques of remediating 
children with learning differences in the 
classroom.

Rotary Club of Madras East Supports MDA 
for Teacher Training in Low Income Schools

Benefits of Empowerment 
of Classroom Teachers
Every teacher enters the classroom with the hope that they can 
create a positive impact on the children under their care,but reality 
strikes when there are a couple of children who are disruptive,or are 
not interested in doing the subjects irrespective of the best efforts 
of the teacher.Some of the challenges faced by a teacher are

The focus of this issue is on the importance of 
training classroom teachers in recognizing 
learning differences and remediate the 

children in the classroom itself. Research shows 
early intervention is key for bridging the learning 
‘gap’ in children who are not on par with their peers 
in academics. Since school teachers, and especially 
primary school teachers, are the first to spot the 
signs of learning differences, it’s imperative they 
have knowledge on how to help their students.

The Editors 

Lalitha Chandrashekar, 
Director, Ramana Vidyalaya

Help a child with Dyslexia

DONATE  
`.100

Click the hand and 

https://youtu.be/4oeNcq93E-A
https://youtu.be/S9fu8Nx2jhQ
https://letzchange.org/projects/remediate-a-child-with-dyslexia-and-help-him-to-grow-into-a-productive-member-of-society
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• heterogeneity of the classroom 
• high student to teacher ratio 
• diversity in the learning style and pace of the 

students
• lack of experience in the dynamics of a classroom 
• paucity of time to search for the appropriate 

resources 
• uncertainty in knowing the job opportunities 

the current students will have when they finish 
schooling 

• speed with which changes are happening in all 
sectors except in education 

• teacher-student divide in the adeptness in using 
technology 

• information overload happening due to 
digitization 

• skills required to be imparted are more than the 
subject proficiency

• demand from the parents for excellence in every 
child in everything irrespective of the interest of 
the child

• changes in the societal fabric which has led to 
various behavioral challenges in the class

• undue expectation of parents that school alone is 
responsible for the child’s development  

• increase in health issues in students due to the 
change in lifestyle 

• 
The list is endless.
This is where continuous empowerment of the 

teachers is essential and helpful. The teacher, though 
very proficient in the content, needs to be trained on 
the strategies used for literacy, numeracy, behaviour 
management, strong student engagement and so 
on. Training in Multiple Intelligences,Differentiated 
Learning, Individualized Education Program (IEP) 
and activity based learning, empowers the teacher 
to a larger extent to overcome the challenges 
encountered in the classroom. Parent teacher 
conversation is another area where the teacher 
feels threatened as the parents’ reactions are highly 
unpredictable. If the teacher is trained to know 
what happens in the brain during learning and how 
learning happens in different individuals, they will 
be able to extend the appropriate guidance to the 
student as well as parents as soon as the gap is seen, 
from an early stage.
When timely individualized support is given to a 
teacher, every teacher moves from being a good 
teacher to a great teacher and she becomes a 
champion to every child.

I strongly feel that learning is a natural process 
and when a happy and joyful environment is 
provided around the child, the child blossoms into a 
holistic,responsible human being.

Let us all work together to make every child believe  
“I Can.”

“Happy Room” – The Result of Empowering 
Classroom Teachers in our School
I often reminisce about the day I met Vilasini Diwakar 
and Harini Mohan four years ago. Their dedication 
and enthusiasm was infectious and a week later 
I signed an agreement with Madras Dyslexia 
Association to set up a Remedial Room for our 
students with learning difficulties. This turned out to 
be a major milestone in our school and it has been a 
journey with great rewards!

Nidhya Guhan, 
Correspondent, A.V. Meiyappan Matriculation Higher Secondary School

With three full time and three part time remedial 
therapists, we have been able to change the lives of 
our students who needed the specialised training and 
our “Happy Room” as we call it, has worked wonders. 

At first I was aghast when I realised just how much 
help the middle school students also needed. But in 
the last academic year our teachers have been able 
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Empowering Pre-primary School Teachers 
to Identify Children with SLD
Pre-primary education is defined as the initial stage 
of organized instruction, designed primarily to 
provide a bridge between home and a school-based 
atmosphere.  Eventually it lays a foundation for 
formal future learning.
 
The first five years of a child’s life are the formative 
years. The brain is developing rapidly and the child 
displays a range of abilities, needs and challenges.

The role of the pre-primary teacher is to ensure all 
children are able to develop their cognitive, language, 
motor, social, emotional, sensory and physical skills to 
the best of their abilities. When there are difficulties 
in any of these areas, the development of the child is 
hampered.

The development in young children has a direct 
effect on their overall future development. Preschool 

Sanskruti Shah,  
Special Educator, Madras Dyslexia Association

teachers play an important role in building a child’s 
success in their first years of school. 
Learning difficulties show subtle warning signs 
unlike other developmental delays. It is, primarily, a 
neurological or genetic disorder, there will be some 
indications from birth. The preschool teacher has the 
key to observe and understand these signs.

Identifying learning difficulties early can pave the 
way, to get the support they need, to experience a 
successful future both in and out of school.

Without early intervention, the “gap” between 
struggling learners and their peers continues to widen 
over time and will affect the self-esteem of the child.
“The first 5 years have so much to do with how the 
next turn out.”

to make a big difference to the fifteen children we 
have at this level too. Brain Gym exercises, paired 
reading, flow charts, mind maps, tracking, phonemic 
awareness and some OT exercises have worked 
beautifully with these students and the change in 
them is almost miraculous. 

Gone are the timid, insecure, unhappy children who 
used to run and hide to avoid classes. They have 

metamorphosed into happy, confident youngsters 
who look forward to their remedial classes and are 
celebrating their achievements. 
The motto of our school is “Efforts Never Fail” and 
I give thanks for the opportunity to truly make a 
difference in the lives of our students. In the words 
of Rita Pierson, “Every child deserves a champion 
- an adult who will never give up on them, who 
understands the power of connection, and insists that 
they become the best that they can possibly be.”
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Dyslexia Café
Dyslexia Café was launched on 7May2018. The 
press meet was attended by Actor and Social 
Activist Khushboo and Suhasini Maniratnam. 
Madras Midtown Ladies Circle 7 attended the event 
and Harini Mohan of MDA gave an awareness talk.

Writer’s Café believes in an inclusive society and had 
been gracious in offering their space to MDA for an 
entire month. Dyslexia Café provided an experience 
of how a person with Dyslexia views the world, and 
helped understand how difficult it is to navigate in 
a world that does not comprehend them. Guests to 
the café could also interact with experts from MDA 
if they wished to know more about Dyslexia. 

Bookmarks and bags with Dyslexia quotes were 
“give aways,” while the menu card, which was a 
representation of how the written word appears to 
a person with Dyslexia, was the scene stealer. 

As part of Dyslexia Café, a Puppet Show and a Book 
Reading session were organized on the 20th and 
27th of April.
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Sri Sankara School

My daughter was slow in reading and writing. The class teacher noticing her difficulties 
referred her to the Resource Room in the school. I now see an improvement in her reading 
and writing. The special educators have made learning easier for her. I thank the Principal, the 
School Management and MDA for offering an effective programme.

Parents Share their Views on the Importance of Resource 
Rooms in Schools

My son was identified with severe reading and spelling difficulty while he was in Class 6. 
He was taken for regular pull out, for English and also for remediation. He showed good 
improvement in reading. Now he is able to read new words confidently and also his class 
level textbook. But he still has difficulty in spelling. First, he was feeling very shy and was 
not interested to go to remediation but now he is regular to class. The feedback is that he 
demands the teacher to teach him. Overall, he is showing gradual improvement. Now he is 
in Class 8. He is having a very good vocabulary and able to express his feelings with others. 
He has also become friendlier. The remedial teachers have also helped him with Science and 
Social Science study skills. There is good improvement in his academics and his confidence 
level has increases. We are very grateful to the teachers and to the continuous support from 
MDA for helping him in achieving his potential.

My daughter had severe difficulty in reading, writing and in Math. She was very afraid of the 
word Math. The feedback from the class teachers was that she was very silent in the class 
and also very slow in copying the notes. She was not sure of the sounds of the letters of 
the alphabet too. These difficulties were identified in Class 5. First, she was afraid to go to 
remediation because she thought her friends would tease her. But now there is a smile on 
her face and she shows a lot of interest to attend remediation and she is going for regular 
English and Maths class. She was self-conscious and feeling low before going to remedial class 
because her friends were able to finish work in time and she could not. Now we can see a 
glow in her face. We are feeling happy because she is improving steadily and confidently, and 
is able to discuss her doubts freely with the teachers. I would like to thank the resource centre 
for teaching her the right way. I believe that through the continuous support from MDA she 
can confidently excel in her studies. 
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The Crescendo ’18, a live orchestra music 
concert performed by Pioneer Music 
Gym, happened on April 21st at Sir Mutha 
Venkatsubba Rao concert hall, Harrington 
Road, Chetput. The net proceeds from 
this concert were donated to the outreach 
programmes of MDA. 

Pioneer Music Gym is a group of non-
professional singers from different walks 
of life bound by a passion to sing and 
experience the joy of music. The three-
hour concert had a cross section of singers 
from Pioneer Music Gym perform some 
popular Tamil and Hindi film songs. The 
singers were supported by an experienced 
15-member live orchestra conducted by 
PMG’S founder Pioneer Suresh. 

Composer Ilayaraja and singer  
S. P. Balasubramanium conveyed their 
support for this programme.

The Crescendo’18
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MDA Special Educators Present 
Papers at UNITE SpLD
Sanskruti Shah, Yashodara Narayanan, Swetha 
Krishna, Gowri Ramanathan, Rashmi Wankhede, 
Mala Natarajan, Harini Mohan and Vilasini Diwakar 
participated in UNITE SpLD 2018 conference 
organized by Dyslexia Association of Singapore after a 
very successful participation and paper presentation 
in the recently concluded International Dyslexia 
Conference. Sudha Ram made a poster presentation. 

Sanskruti Shah and Gowri Ramanathan jointly 
presented a paper – A Stitch In Time - about early 
identification of pre-primary level children-at-risk of 
learning difficulties.  

Vilasini Diwakar and Mala Natarajan: Resource Room 
- Remedial Education for Children with SLD within the 
School Premises - The Need of the Hour
Harini Mohan and Rashmi Wankhede: Effects of 
Exposure on Self- Esteem in Dyslexics. This was a 
presentation on the annual event of Dyslexia Week 
held by MDA.

Swetha Krishna and Yashodhara Narayanan: Impact of 
Multiple Intelligences on the emotional wellbeing of a 
child with Specific Learning Disabilities.

Sudha Ram made a poster presentation on ‘Developing A 
Dyslexia Friendly Environment at School’

NIOS Results

All 6 students of NIOS stream have passed the examinations held in April 2018 with creditable marks. All have 
secured admission into colleges for undergraduate courses.

Radha Gupta  -   MOP Vaishnav
K. Sanjana   -   MGR Janaki College, Adyar
V. Yokita   -  M. Krishnaswami College, Anna Nagar
S. Gnanashankaran - D.G Vaishnav College
S. Dhanush Raj   -   D.G Vaishnav College
C. Venkatesh   -  Landmark College Putney, Virginia, USA 

All four students of Class 10 who appeared for the State Board examinations have passed with creditable marks 
and have joinedClass 11 in mainstream schools.

Daval Lakhani  -  Lady Andal
S. Varun   -  AMM School, Kotturpuram.
S. Siddharth   -   AMM School, Kotturpuram.
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º¢ÈôÒ ¾Á¢ú À¾¢ôÒ 

        «ñ- 7-2018 Ü¡Á ®vªô‚Cò£è «ð¶õƒèŠð†ì¶. ÜF™ ï®¬è»‹, êÍè 
Ý˜õô¼ñ£ù F¼ñF. °w¹²‰î˜, ï®¬è,F¼ñF. ²è£CQ ñEóˆù‹ Þ¼õ¼‹ èô‰¶ 
ªè£‡´ ðˆFK¬èò£÷˜èÀ‚°‹ «ð†® ÜOˆîù˜.Þ‰Gè›M™ èô‰¶ ªè£‡ì ªñ†ó£v 
I†ì¾¡ «ô¯v ê˜‚Aœ 7 Üõ˜èÀì¡ F¼ñF ýKE «ñ£è¡ MNŠ¹í˜¾ ðŸP 
à¬óò£®ù£˜. â‹.®..ã . GÁõù‹ «è†´‚ ªè£‡ìîŸ° Þíƒè¬ó†ì˜vè «ðîƒè÷¶ 
Þìˆ¬î å¼ñ£îˆFŸ° ªð¼‰î¡¬ñ«ò£´ î‰¶ îMù˜. èŸøL™ °¬øð£´œ÷õ˜è¬÷ 
¹K‰¶ ªè£œ÷£î Þ‰î àôèˆF™ âšõ£Á Üõ˜è¬÷ õNïìˆî «õ‡´‹ â¡ø 
ÜÂðõˆ¬î ®vªô‚Cò£è «ðî‰î¶. è«ðMŸ°õ‰îM¼‰Fù˜èœ®vªô‚Cò£ðŸ
PÜP‰îÜÂðõvî˜èÀì¡èô‰¶¬óò£®Ü¬îŠðŸPˆ ªîK‰¶ ªè£‡ìù˜. «ñ½‹ 
¹ˆîèŠð‚è Ü¬ìò£÷Ü†¬ì, ñŸÁ‹ â‹.®.ã. «ñŸ «è£œ ÜìƒAòM÷‹ðó Ü†¬ì»‹ ¹F˜ 
Mù£‚èœÜìƒAòî£À‹ åšªõ£¼ «ñ¬êJ¡ e¶‹ ¬õ‚èŠð†®¼‰îù. ®vªô‚Cò£ 
«ñŸ«è£œ, ðìƒèœ ªî£ì˜‰¶ ªî£¬ô‚è£†CJ™ è£‡H‚èŠð†ìù. è«ðMŸ° 
õ¼‹ õ£®‚¬èò£÷˜èœ ðô˜ ®vªô‚Cò£ ðŸP ÜPò£îî£™ ªñÂ‚è£˜¬ìŠð£˜ˆ¶ 
Ý„êKò‹ Ü¬ì‰îù˜. CôªðŸ«ø£˜èœ îƒèœ °ö‰¬îè¬÷ Ü¬öˆ¶ õ‰¶, 
èŸøL™ °¬øð£´œ÷°ö‰¬îèÀì¡ âšõ£Á ¹K‰¶ ïì‰¶ ªè£œ÷ «õ‡´‹ 
â¡ð¬î‚ èŸHˆîù˜. 2018 ãŠó™, 20 Ü¡Á ïì‰î ªð£‹ñô£†ì Gè›„CJ™ èŸøL™ 
°¬øð£´œ÷°ö‰¬î¬òŠ ðŸPò è¬î è£‡H‚èŠð†ì¶. Ü‰Gè›„C¬ò Þ¬÷ë˜èœ 
Ý˜õˆ¶ì¡ è‡´èOˆîù˜., 2018 ãŠó™ 27, Ü¡Á ªðK«ò£˜ ñŸÁ‹ CÁõ˜èÀ‚°‹ 
¹ˆîè‹ õ£Cˆî™ Gè›„C ïìˆîŠð†ì¶.

NIOS «î˜¾ªõOf´èœ

 ñ£íõ, ñ£íMèœ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ «î˜M™ ï™ôñFŠªð‡èœ ªðŸÁ ªõŸP ªðŸÁ, 
è™ÖKJ™ Þ÷ƒè¬ô õ°ŠH™ «ê˜‰¶ àœ÷ù˜.
ó£î£°Šî£  -  â‹.æ.H.¬õwíõè™ÖK.
«è.ê…êù£  -  â‹.T.Ý˜.ü£ùAè™ÖK.Ü¬ìò£Á.
M.«ò£Aî£  -  â‹.A¼wíê£Iè™ÖK. Ü‡í£ïè˜.
âv.ë£ùêƒèó¡ -  ®.T.¬õwíõè™ÖK.
âv.îÂwó£x -  ®.T.¬õwíõè™ÖK.
C.ªõƒè«ìw -  «ô‡†ñ£˜‚è™ÖK. ŠÎ†«ù.ªõ˜TQò£. ».âv.ã.

ðˆî£‹ õ°Š¹ ñ£íõ˜èœ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ «î˜M™ ªõŸPªðŸÁ, «ñ™G¬ôŠ ðœOJ™ 11 Ý‹ 
õ°ŠH™ «ê˜‰¶œ÷ù˜.
îõ™ôý£Q  -  «ô® Ý‡ì£œ ðœO.
âv.õ¼‡  -  ã.â‹.â‹.ðœO.«è£†Ç˜¹ó‹.
âv.Cˆî£˜ˆ   -  ã.â‹.â‹.ðœO.«è£†Ç˜¹ó‹.
âv.ÿó‚ Sî£ -  êóvõF «è‰Fó£ «ôQƒªê¡ì˜.

 2018,ãŠó™,23 Ý‹ «îF ºî™ ü§¡, 7,2018 ¬ó ï¬ì ªðŸø CøŠ¹ ÝCKò˜ 
ðJŸC ºè£I™ 59 àÁŠHù˜èœ èô‰¶ ªè£‡ìù˜. ÜF™ 29 «ð˜ CøŠ¹Š ðJŸC 
õ°Šð¬ø ÝCKò˜èœ. 30 «ð˜ ªõO àÁŠHù˜èœ. Þ‚°¿M™ ÝCKò˜èœ, ªðŸ«ø£˜èœ, 

®vªô‚Cò£è«ð 
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ñùïôñ¼ˆ¶õ˜èœ Þì‹ ªðŸP¼‰îù˜.Ü¬ìò£Á êƒèó£ ðœOJ¡ î¬ô¬ñ ÝCK¬ò 
F¼ñF. I†ì£ªõƒè«ìw. Üõ˜èœÝCKò˜ ðJŸC ºè£¬ñ ªî£ìƒA¬õˆî£˜.
ü§¡, 1,2018 Ü¡«ø£´ èŸHˆî™ õ°Š¹èœ º®õ¬ì‰¶ ü§¬ô ,4, 2018 Ü¡Áºî™ 
ðJŸCõ°Š¹èœ Ýó‹H‚èŠð†ìù.

CƒèŠÌ˜ ðƒèOŠ¹

CƒèŠÌ˜ ®vªô‚Cò£ GÁõù‹ ïìˆFò 2018 Ý‹ Ý‡´‚è£ù ñ£ï£†®™, F¼ñF.
Mô£CQ Fõ£è˜, F¼ñF. ò«ê£îó£ï£ó£òí¡, F¼ñF. ýKE«ñ£è¡, F¼ñF. ªè÷K 
Þó£ñï£î¡, F¼ñF. û¡vA¼Fû£, F¼ñF. ñ£ô£ïìó£ü¡, F¼ñF. ó£wIõ£ƒ«ì 
ÝA«ò£˜èô‰¶ ªè£‡ìù˜. Ü‹ñ£ï£†®™ èô‰¶ªè£‡ì«î£´ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ CøŠ¹¬ó»‹ 
ÝŸPù˜. Ü‰Gè›„CJ™ F¼ñF. ²î£ó£‹ ®vªô‚Cò£ ðŸPòðìˆªî£°Š¬ð è£†C‚° 
¬õˆF¼‰î£˜. Þõ˜è÷¶ ðƒèOŠ¹‚° ï™ô õó«õŸ¹A¬ìˆî¶.

Ýó‹ð G¬ô‚ èŸøL™ °¬øð£´œ÷ °ö‰¬îèO¡ G¬ôðŸP  F¼ñF. û¡v‚¼F 
ñŸÁ‹  ªè÷K Þó£ñï£î¡ à¬óGè›ˆFù˜.

CøŠ¹ ÝCKò˜ ðJŸC õ°Šð¬ø ñŸÁ‹ èŸøL™ °¬øð£´œ÷ °ö‰¬îèO¡ G¬ô 
ðŸP»‹ F¼ñF. Mô£CQ Fõ£è˜ ñŸÁ‹ F¼ñF. ñ£ô£ïìó£ü¡à¬óGè›ˆFù˜.

èŸøL™ °¬øð£´œ÷ °ö‰¬îèO¡ ²òñKò£¬î ªõOŠð£´èœ ðŸP  F¼ñF. 
ýKE «ñ£è¡ ñŸÁ‹ F¼ñF. ó£wIõ£ƒ«ì à¬óGè›ˆFù˜.

èŸøL™ ð¡ºèˆFø¡ ðŸP F¼ñF. ²«õî£ A¼wí£ ñŸÁ‹ F¼ñF. ò«ê£îó£ 
ï£ó£òí¡ à¬ó Gè›ˆFù˜.

ðœOJ™ ï†¹ì¡ Ã®ò ®vªô‚Cò£¬õ õ÷˜‚°‹ º¬ø ðŸPò ðì‚è£†Cè¬÷ 
F¼ñF. ²î£ó£‹ õöƒAù£˜.

    
 2018 HŠóõK ñ£î‹, î¼œ Ü¡ê£K ªê¡ì˜ ð£˜ÜŠ¬÷´«ôQƒ  ( DACAL) 
GÁõùˆ¶ì¡ Þ¬í‰¶ º¿«ïóèŸHˆî™ ðJŸC¬ñò‹ Ýó‹H‚è èI†® àÁŠHù˜èÀ‹ 
ïô‹ M¼‹HèÀ‹ åŠð‰î‹ ªêŒ¶ ªè£‡ìù˜. Ü‰î ªê¡ìK™ àœ÷ÝCKò˜èÀ‚° 
F¼ñF ýKE«ñ£è¡ MNŠ¹í˜¾ Gè›„C¬ò ïìˆFù£˜. Ü¬î Ü¬ùõ¼‹ ð£ó£†®ù˜.
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Happenings at MDA

Madras Dyslexia Association
94, Park View, G.N. Chetty Road, 
T. Nagar, Chennai 600 017
Tel: 2815 6697, 2815 7908
Email: ananyamdachennai@gmail.com
Website: www.mdachennai.com
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Ram S, Kalyani Balakrishnan,
Mrudula Govindaraju, 
Harini Ramanujam,
Rashmi Wankhede, Sushi Natraj

Intense Teacher Training Programme
The latest Intense Teacher Training program started 
on April 23 2018 and ended on June 7thwith 59 
candidates. Twenty-nine teachers from resource 
rooms and30 candidates from outside had registered 
for the program. The group was diverse with 
parents, teachers, and psychologists. The session 
was inaugurated Mita Venkatesh, Principal, Sankara 
School, Adyar. Theory sessions ended on 1 June  2018. 
The internship starts on July 2nd for 6 weeks.

Darul Ansari Centre for Applied Learning 
(DACAL)
DACAL, after entering into an MoU with us for a 
full-time remediation centre formally inaugurated 
the tie up with a large gathering of their committee 
members and well-wishers in the month of February 
2018. The awareness session for all their teachers 
done by Harini Mohan.


